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Achievements of our projects
Welcome to this spring Newsletter
which highlights the achievements
accomplished by the projects implemented under the 2007-2013 ENPI
Latvia-Lithuania-Belarus CBC Programme and presents the experience
gained. Please find the detailed
presentation
‘How
Neighbours
Created History’ on the Programme
website.

• 272 project applications
• 57 projects. 37 000 000 EUR
• 224 Latvian, Lithuanian, Belarusian
•
•
•
•
•
•

organisations in joint actions
150 objects built or renovated
40 items of innovative equipment
purchased
42 ICT tools and methods developed
44 cross-border tourism services and
products developed
285 professionals involved in education, health and social sphere
activities
Over 300 joint events held

Valuable experience of our projects’ implementers
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We invite you to learn how to make
the best use of the valuable experience gained by our projects’ implementers in the current programming period. Our projects’ experts
from Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus
offer you their practical expertise on
implementing CBC projects in the
VIDEO REPORT and COMPENDIUM.

All 57 projects of the Programme
The maintenance of the trilateral
profile of the 2014-2020 LatviaLithuania-Belarus CBC Programme
will ensure the continuation of
positive dynamics and sustainable
development in the border regions.
Get inspired for the new
programming period by reading
about all 57 projects of the
Programme!

